Surpahs® Cyclone 3 In 1 Spiralicer
User Manual
Model: WLCS-013-GY
This manual can also be downloaded through www.surpahs.com.

About Produc Code
Please find your Product Code on the Customer Card that comes in the package, and register your product for extended warranty.
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A.Thick Julienne blade
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C. Ribbon blade
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D.Food Catching container
E.Pull/Release Knob
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F.Metal shaft
G.Vegetable Prongs
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Ribbon Slicing Blade
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Thick Julienne slicing blade

Thin Julienne Slicing Blade

ASSEMBLY
Units come fully assembled except for the Arm Handle (G), just place the Arm
Handle (G) into slot in main unit (I), and it is ready to use.

I. Main unit
J.Arm handle

OPERATION
1. To change blade, remove Ribbon Blade (C) and insert either Thin or Thick Julienne Blade (A,B) into the blade compartment as shown in Fig.1
2. Turn the Pull/Release Knob (E) to "Release" position, and pull up the Metal Shaft (F). Then turn the Knob (H) to "Lock" position and lock the Shaft (F). See Fig.2
3. Cut off ends of vegetables or fruits before use so the ends are flat and can be hooked onto the Prongs (G), and lay flat against the blade easily.
4. If vegetable is too long to fit between the Prongs (G) and the blade, cut vegetable to fit.
5. Place vegetable against blade, and release the Shaft (F) by turning the knob to "Release" position. Apply pressure with palm of your hand to secure the Prongs (G) into
food. See Fig.3
6. Lock the shaft. See Fig.4
7. Turn the Handle (J) clockwise to slice food. See Fig.5
8. Remove unsliced vegetable core from the Prongs (G) before pulling out the Container (D) to take out sliced vegetables. See Fig.6
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CAUTION
Never let children play with the product.
The blades are extremely sharp.SAFETY

WARRANTY
This product is warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for one year from the date purchase, when used in accordance with the instructions provided. This warranty does not cover damages or wear resulting
from accident, misuse, abuse, commercial use, or unauthorized adjustment and/or repair.
C8KE INC. shall not be liable for loss of use or any other incidental, consequential or indirect costs, expenses or damages. There are no express warranties except as listed above. This warranty gives you specific legal rights,
and you may have other rights which vary from stateto state.
Should this product require service (or replacement at our option) while under warranty, please visit website www.surpahs.com and submit a support ticket.
Surpahs®, C8KE INC.
501 Silverside Rd, Suite 105
Wilmington, DE 19809, USA
www.surpahs.com
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